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Origins: HisGIS – The Napoleonic 
Cadastre of 
1812-1832



House numbers: gateway to people & places

11 Frisian towns

census information 
(18th and 19th century)

parcel-based information

Other (tax) registrations



The Dokkum Time Machine



Semantics: why mere geometries don’t suffice...

● Deep maps
● EU-flagship project
● Local initiatives
● Semantic maps / geo-semantics



P.e. river, lake, mountain, highway, …

● Egenhofer: naive geography: they seem to be universal, 
but are domain- and context specific.

●
● Example 1: The Englishman who Went up a Hill but Came 

down a Mountain

● Example 2:  specific context of law in California: 
city = town

From topology towards semantics when dealing with geo

“Geo-semantics research is therefore not interested in 
overcoming or resolving semantic heterogeneity. Local 
definitions exist for good reasons. If one could just 
standardize meaning globally, there would be no need 
for Semantic Web Research.”     (Janowicz et al, 2013)



Semantic layers:
Administrative boundary
River

Topology:
Nodes (red dots)
Edges (black lines)

Topology: river vs administrative boundary



Relation with semantics
Semantic differences and differing 
semantic contexts, lead to disparate 
topological implications (Cai 2007)

Example: 
the meaning of “nearby”



2 approaches to implementing spatial semantics

Geometries as “mere attributes” of 
some other semantic concept

Simple: one RDF-property to rule 
the world

Crude: no topological implications 
in semantic context

Geometries and semantics intertwined

● Complicated (implicit geometries), 
but also more powerfull 
(p.e. GeoSPARQL)

● Better integration of topological 
specifications

○ On instance-level: 
implicit/derived/reasoned geometries

○ On data-model level: ontology with 
topological specification



The Goal
 Logic reasoning & spatial inference

 Topological relations as a link between semantics and geometries

 Provenance: where does “it” come from?

 Infrastructure: p.e. Anansi

 
Implementation:

 Custom OpenStreetMap stack for relations

and provenance of geometries

 Custom ontologies for large, complex and specific (well-defined) 

datasets with fuzzy edges and implied information

 GeoSPARQL: (cross-domain) interoperability



Digitizing maps to unlock the house-numbers



There is a moment when building 
data-models, you have to conclude 
there is no such thing as a “house” 
or “building”….

Lucky enough, 
perspectives and 
contexts provide a 
cure.



Numbering schemes:

it’s complicated



Case: Leiden 1832





OpenStreetMap: topological relations with roles



Case: Amsterdam Time Machine



1832 cadastre 1853 house numbers 1878 house numbers

1909 mutation 1976 mutation Modern day situation

The Damstraat / Nes (Amsterdam) case for example...



Complications with record linkage

1832 1853 1878 1909 1976 2018
Section G, 
nr. 1306

District A, 
nr. 3

Damstraat 5 Damstraat 5 Damstraat 5 Damstraat 
2/HL-2/3

Section G, 
nr. 1309

District A, 
nr. 282

Damstraat 2 Damstraat 
2a

Damstraat 
2a

Damstraat 
2a

Section G, 
nr. 1304

District A, 
nr. 4

Nes 7 Nes 7 Nes 5-7 & 
Damstraat 6

Damstraat 6

Section G, 
nr. 1303

District A, 
nr. 5

Nes 9 Nes 9 Nes 9 Nes 12a-c, 
14a-c



Maps to 3D and on to 4D









Gent & Brugge 1834: perspectives
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